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The question of technology's role in human

affairs, including the legal, ethical, religious and theological problems caused by
technology, will be the subject of Religion in Life's Winter Series at the University
of Dayton during January and the first week of February .

Entitled, "Man and Technology,"

the series will include lectures by scientists and engineers on January 15, 22 and 29
and February 5 in the University's Boll and Wohlleben theaters at 8 p.m.
Three men, Dr. Mathew Kabrisky, Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Air
Force Inst itute of Technology; Professor Marshall Kreitman, Assistant Professor of
Physics at UD, and Major J. H. Lindorfer, chemical engineer at the Air Force Institute ,
will serve as the lecturers in this unique series.
Dr. Kabri sky , who has received his degrees from the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
and the University of Illinois, will be the speaker at the first two lectures.

His

topic on Thursday, January 15, will be "Automation and Cybernetics," in the Boll Theater
at 8 p.m.
Dr . Kabrisky, in this lecture, will discuss the building of increasingly complex
machines and the fact that their successful operation depends upon precise control of
their internal functions and the accurate transferral of date between their innards and
the outside world in which they operate .

The technology concerned with information flow

and control include a broad spectrum of activities which might be lumped under the heading, "Automation."

If men are included as one of the machines in the system, the

term

"Cybernetics," is more likely to be used .
Dr. Kabrisky's subject at the Thursday, January 29, Boll Theater lecture will be
"Bionics," which is the science of studying nature to learn principles that can be used
in machines ; bats/radar, for instance.

This concept of copying nature, "Bionics," is

proving most successful in the problem of building more elegant computing machinery
where the living model is the human brain.

Dr. Kabrisky's principle teaching field at the Air Force Institute, where he's
been since 1961, is biomedical engineering.

His studies have led to many published

papers and a book, "A Propo sed Model for Visual Information-Processing in the Human
Brain," University of Illinois Press.
Professor Kreitman will conduct the third lecture, "Cryogenics . "

This lecture will

touch on the religious and legal problems which have been raised by cryogenics in
preservation of human organs and tissues .

He also will discuss this "supercold world"

as it applies to scientific discoveries for the materi al benefit of man.

This program

will be held in the Boll Theater on January 29 at 8 p .m.
"Space Exploration," will be the topic for Major Lindorfer on February 5 in the
fourth and final l ecture. The program will be held in the Wohlleben Hall Auditorium
at 8 p.m.
He will discuss the question, " Is the space program in conflict with efforts to
end poverty and improve human welfare?" The population explosion, a key sub ject in
today ' s automated world, will be analyzed and will include the conflict between probing
space and efforts to fight poverty, the pressures of populat ion and the coloni zation
of outer space .
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